
Relevant Regulation, Reliably

Failing to meet regulatory obligations poses a host of challenges that can impact 
operational, financial, and reputational risks. Our service empowers your firm to tackle 
regulatory challenges.

Streamline your regulatory research with RegGenome’s Content Retrieval service:

Ideal for one-time regulatory tasks Suitable for frequent evaluation of recent legislative change
Batch Option: Batch-and-Update Option:

Obtain all relevant regulatory documents tailored to your 
requirements within a fixed timeframe

Rely on unaltered text as published by the regulator 
enriched with relevant document and sub document 
metadata, whilst ensuring proper permissions are in place 
for utilisation

Stay on top of compliance with latest document versions 
and regular updates

Digital transfer of documents: We provide tailored 
packages of organised documents with descriptions and user-
friendly navigation transferred to your requested location.

Why us?

Flexible delivery options 
to meet your needs

Our data structures are jurisdictionally agnostic and anchored to regulatory standards 
developed in conjunction with regulatory experts convened by the University of 
Cambridge. We prioritise ethical data acquisition and maintain the integrity of source 
documents by providing users with unaltered regulatory text as published.

Simplify research and explore regulatory content by theme, 
jurisdiction, or publisher instead of sifting through countless 
websites

Leverage our metadata to pinpoint regulatory obligations 
and increase operational efficiency

Automate your workflows through integrations of our 
metadata into existing compliance tools

Integrating into existing tools: Enhance navigation and 
search capabilities through our rich metadata by consuming 
regulatory content seamlessly into your existing tools.

Ready-made application:  Access our content through a 
tailormade search, annotation and workflow application to 
simplify surfacing and annotating relevant regulations.

We have a tiered service model to 
suit different levels of demand. Our 
pricing structure is transparent and 
flexible to suit either



How 
it works

Access our customer environment 
by signing a services agreement 
with RegGenome

Customise your selection of 
regulatory themes, 
jurisdictions, and publishers

Refine your search with our 
taxonomy structures to identify 
specific regulatory obligations

View coverage of all regulatory 
initiatives relevant to your search

Set your desired relevancy 
thresholds to eliminate noise in 
retrieved documents

Select how you want to receive 
the output of your search request

Regulatory documents only

Contact us to learn more about the
content we currently have in-scope

info@reg-genome.com reg-genome.com 

Metadata to enable easy navigation to find relevant documents

Signposts to regulatory obligations within each document

http://reg-genome.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/reggenome/
https://twitter.com/reggenome

